HOW-TO SERIES

Sold Price Alerts from Engage
Fill the

Sold Price to
:

✓ Start the conv
ersation
✓ Make a sale
✓ Win an appr
aisal

Your lead is waiting…
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When you receive a Sold Price request
email… it’s time to let someone know
the sold price of your listing.
It could be from an interested buyer ready to buy - looking for their perfect
property.
Or it could be from a potential seller ready to sell - looking for an agent.

Inbox

Notify your subscribers
You have people waiting to receive the
sold price for 43 Mare Street.
Enter the property sold price

Engage is collecting leads for you.
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Enter Sold Price
You have people waiting to receive
the sold price for 43 Mare Street.
Enter the price in AUD to notify your
subscribers via email.

Enter the sold price here

On your property page people can subscribe to
receive the sold price once it’s sold. When you
have entered and sent the sold price you'll notify
all your subscribers via email.

Engage automatically sends the request to you when the property is sold so you can act upon it immediately.
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The requestor is invited to provide
more information, and the results are
sent straight to your inbox.

Inbox
Inbox

43 Mare Street has just been
sold for 695000 AUD
If you haven’t already, answer a few
simple questions to get our local market
knowledge about your specific area.
Answer questions

You have a new qualified lead
Leonardo has recently shown interest in
43 Mare Street, and has now provided
you with more information

// Sold Price Alerts from Engage //
Frequently Asked Questions
Q1

What if the sold price is not disclosed at the request of the vendor?
If the sold price does not get disclosed by the agent, the subscribers do not receive any email.

Q2

What if the requestor doesn’t provide more information after receiving the sold price alert?
The lead will not get Enhanced and will not be shared with the agent.

Q3

What if the property doesn’t sell?
If the property is never detected as sold, then the sold alert process will never trigger. The user will not be given the
chance to complete Enhance and the lead will not be shared.

Q4

Can I receive the lead immediately?
We do not send the Captured lead information to the customer for Sold Price. We send the lead immediately once
they have completed Enhance.

Q5

What if the agent or nominated contact never enters the price?
If the price is not entered, then the people that requested the sold price alert will not be notified. Note that the
agent is never reminded after the first email is sent.

Adfenix Help Center

For anything related to campaign status, general booking or product questions
First contact our 24-hour on-line Help Center. Here you will find an extensive catalogue of Product FAQs
as well as options to submit a enquiry or engage in online chat support.
bit.ly/AdfenixHelp
support@adfenix.com
Urgent requests regarding cancelling a campaign (if outside the 24-hour live publication window) should be
sent directly to support@adfenix.com and include the PROPERTY ADDRESS and CANCEL in the subject line.

Real estate. Real Relationships.

